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The paper deals with Jacobi matrices with weights *k given by *k=k:(1+2k),
where : # ( 12 , 1) and limk 2k=0. The main question studied here concerns when the
spectrum of the operator J defined by the Jacobi matrix has absolutely continuous
component covering the real line. A sufficient condition is given for a positive
answer to the above question. The method used in the paper is based on a detailed
analysis of generalized eigenvectors of J. In turn this analysis relies on the so-called
grouping in blocks approach to a large product of the transfer matrices associated
to J.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let W be a unilateral weighted shift operator defined in l2 by Wen=
2*nen+1 , where en is the canonical basis in l2, *n # (0, +). In this paper
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we consider the operator J written formally as Re W which has the matrix
form given by
0 *1 0 0 } } }
\*1 0 *2 0 } } } + ,0 *2 0 *3 } } }
where *k=k:(1+2k), : # ( 12 , 1), and limk 2k=0.
It is well known that for such weights J is essentially selfadjoint on the
dense set of finite vectors provided k *&1k =, [1].
The main question considered below is: When does the spectrum of
J have absolutely continuous component filling the whole real line R?
We study this question by combining the theory of subordinacy of Khan
and Pearson [9], the recent Kiselev method used by him for spectral
analysis of discrete Schro dinger operators [10], and the HarrisLutz like
transform [7] adopted to our case; see also [8]. The basic idea of our
approach relies on the so-called grouping in blocks method (see below).
These techniques are useful in the studying the above question. Let us
explain this briefly.
Consider the system of equations
*n&1un&1+*nun+1=*un , n>1, * # R (1.1)
for a generalized solution u=[un]n=1 which does not belong to l
2 in
general. A solution u{0 is called a subordinate solution of (1.1) if for every
solution v linearly independent with u we have
lim
n  
nk=1 |uk |
2
nk=1 |vk |
2=0;
see [9].
Pearson and Khan proved in [9, Theorem 2] that if for almost
all * # (a, b) there is no subordinate solution of (1.1), then (a, b)/_(J)
and the spectrum of J has absolutely continuous component filling (a, b).
In the case of a discrete Schro dinger operator L it has been observed by
Stolz that boundedness of all solutions of the equation Lu=*u forces
that no generalized eigenfunction is a subordinate solution [12]. We
adopt his result in our situation for general unbounded J. The
question of subordinacy of solutions of (1.1) is analyzed with the help of
a modified HarrisLutz transform applied to a system obtained from
(1.1) after a suitable averaging process. This will be explained below in
Sections 4 and 5.
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Let un=(
un&1
un
) be an arbitrary solution of (1.1). It is clear that
un+1=Bn } Bn&1 } } } B2 \u1u2+ ,
where Bk are so-called transfer matrices corresponding to (1.1); see (2.3).
The main idea of the present paper concerns the study of asymptotic
behaviour of un by using the so-called grouping in blocks method. It relies
on detailed analysis of the products BNs+1&1 } } } BNs over blocks 0s=
[Ns , Ns+1) of natural numbers such that N"[1]=s 0s . Choice of the
length of blocks is determined by the necessity to obtain Fourier series with
frequencies slightly different from entire numbers. Moreover, we replace the
rather complicated system (1.1) by a simpler averaged one generated by the
block decomposition. The analysis of the averaged system essentially employs
the Kiselev approach for discrete Schro dinger operators with potential
decreasing as O(n&34&=), =>0.
In the case 2n=O(n&x) with x> 34+:4 and an additional condition is
satisfied by 2n&2n&1 our analysis allows us to obtain asymptotics of un .
It turns out that this asymptotics is of WKB type. A more general situation
with asymptotics of not necessarily WKB type will be considered in the
next paper also devoted to unbounded Jacobi matrices.
Note that due to recent remarkable results of [2, 11] on continuous
Schro dinger operators with potential decreasing like O(1x12+=) there is a
high possibility to extend our approach to a stronger perturbation 2n=
O(n&x), where x>(1+:)2. In our opinion this case requires an essentially
more elaborated technique and will be considered later. However, our main
goal in this paper is to focus on new problems, comparing them with
discrete Schro dinger operators, arising in the case of Jacobi matrices
(discrete string operators) with power-like weights. The case : # (0, 12] is
more complicated and we intend to consider it in the future.
Unbounded Jacobi matrices with non-empty absolutely continuous part
(or even purely absolutely continuous) were also studied by J. Dombrowski in
[46]. In these works she used different commutator methods in the analysis
of the absolutely continuous part of J.
2. PRELIMINARIES
For a sequence [*k] of positive numbers denote by 4 the diagonal
operator given by 4en=*n en . If U is the unilateral shift Uen=en+1 , then
the operator
J=(U4)*+U4 (2.1)
is essentially selfadjoint in l2 provided k *&1k =+; see [1].
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We consider a special class of weights given by
*k=k:(1+2k), (2.2)
where : # ( 12 , 1) and 2k  0, as k  .
In what follows we shall need =k :=2k&2k&1 . As we mentioned in the
Introduction the system (1.1) will be analyzed below.
Let
Bn :=\
0
&
*n&1
*n
1
*
*n+ (2.3)
be the transfer matrix, i.e.,
\ unun+1+=Bn \
un&1
un + , n2.
Observe that Bn  ( 0&1
1
0), as n  .
This fact will play an important role in the analysis of asymptotics of the
solution of (1.1). For future use we formulate the following simple lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let Ti , i=1, ..., N be a set of bounded operators. Then
‘
N
i=1
exp Ti=I+R,
where I is the identity operator and &R&(e i &Ti &&1)=O(i &Ti&).
Proof. Using Taylor series for exp Ti and rough estimates for all terms
of the above product (after opening all the brackets) we obtain the desired
result. K
Spectral analysis of J which will be considered in this paper relies
essentially on the following modification of the StolzBehncke Lemma
[12, Proposition 3].
Lemma 2.2. Let J be a Jacobi operator with weights given by (2.2). If
every solution v=[vk]k=1 of the system (1.1) satisfies growth condition
nk=1 |vk |
2=O(n1&:), then there are no subordinated solutions of (1.1).
Proof. Let u=[un]n=1 be another solution of (1.1) linearly independ-
ent of v. Due to constancy of the Wronskian W of u and v we have 0{c=
W=*n(unvn+1&vnun+1), for all n # N.
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It follows that
:
N
n=1
|c|
*n
2 _ :
N+1
n=1
|un |2&
12
_ :
N+1
n=1
|vn |2&
12
M _ :
N+1
n=1
|un |2&
12
N (1&:)2.
Hence
N+11 |un |
2
N+11 |vn |
2
c2
M 2
[Nn=1 (1*n)]
2
N1&: N+1n=1 |vn |
2co {0.
and the proof is complete. K
Remark 2.3. Note that Lemma 2.2 can be easily generalized to the
general weights *k with k *&1k =+. The growth condition for solutions
of (1.1) has the following form nk=1 |vk |
2=O(nk=1 (1*k)), n  . Since
the Wronskian does not depend on the diagonal of J, the same assertion
holds true for general J with arbitrary diagonal.
In the whole paper we shall frequently use the following notations. For
a sequence Ak of matrices, >Nk=1 Ak :=AN } } } A1 . For a set 0/N the sum
$k # 0 Ak (resp. the product >k # 0 $Ak) denotes summation (resp. multi-
plication) over all odd indices k # 0. The symbol |0| denotes the number
of elements of 0. For sequences [ak], [bk] we write ak  bk provided there
exists C>0 such that
C&1bkakCbk , for kko .
3. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY: CASE OF WEAK PERTURBATION
In this section we present some simple results concerning weak perturba-
tions, i.e., 2n  0 sufficiently fast. This situation could be compared with
discrete Schro dinger operators having summable potential. However, in our
case the problem of absolute continuity becomes a bit more complicated and
diversified. The method used here is based on direct and precise analysis of
the products BnBn&1 and has no relation to the grouping in blocks
approach. It needs no elaborated techniques. The grouping in blocks
approach will be used below (Sections 4 and 5) and requires applications
of a few more complicated methods including Fourier analysis.
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We start with
Theorem 3.1. Suppose the weights [*k]=k:(1+2k) of Jacobi matrix J
satisfy
(i) [=k2k] # l1
(ii) [=2k&=2k&1] # l1 or [=2k+1&=2k] # l1.
Then J has a purely absolutely continuous spectrum.
Proof. First observe that 0 is not in the point spectrum of J. Indeed,
direct computation shows that u=[un] is a non-zero l2 solution of the
equation Ju=0 if and only if
:
l } ‘
l
n=1
(1&;2n) }
2
<, (3.1)
where ;n :==n+:n. Assuming that [=2k&=2k&1] # l1 we know that k =2k
is convergent (see (3.7) below). Since (3.1) is equivalent to the convergence
of l l&: exp(&2  ln=1 =2n) then 0 is not in _p(J).
Let \n=**n and P=( 0&1
1
0).
Note that
*n&1
*n
=\1&:n+O \
1
n2++ (1&=n+O(=n 2n))
=1&
:
n
&=n+rn ,
where [rn] # l1 by (i). We also used here that [=k] # l2.
Indeed, [=k 2k] # l1 implies that
:
n
k=2
=2k 2& :
n
k=2
=k 2k= 12 :
n
k=2
(22k&1&2
2
k)
= 12 (2
2
1&2
2
n) 
1
2 2
2
1 , as n  .
We can write
Bn=\ 0&(1&;n)
1
\n++Rn ,
for a certain 2_2 matrix Rn such that [&Rn&] # l1.
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In what follows we consider pairs BnBn&1 because their asymptotics as
n   is simply &I.
Observe that
BnBn&1=\&1+;n&1&\n
\n&1
&1+;n++R n ,
where [&R n&] # l1 because [\n \n&1] # l2, as :> 12.
Due to inclusions [\n&\n&1] # l1 and \n # l2 we have
{"&I+\ 0&\n
\n&1
0 +&exp(&\n P)"= # l1
and the above product Bn Bn&1 can be written as
&exp(&\nP) _I&\;n&10
0
;n +& [I+Sn], where [&Sn&] # l1.
Assume first that [=2k&=2k&1] # l1. Then for even n the above matrix
equals
&(1&;n) exp(&\n P)[I+S n], (3.2)
and [&S n&] # l1
Let u=[un]n=1 be a non-zero solution of the system (1.1). Below we
shall find asymptotics of &u&2N :=
N
k=1 |uk |
2.
Because &B\1n &  1 as n   it is enough to consider &u&
2
N only for even
N, say N=2k.
Let uk=(
uk&1
uk
). Note that &u&22k=
k
l=1 |u2l |
2.
Since un+1=Bn } } } B2u2 applying (3.2) we have
&u&22k :
k
l=1
‘
l
j=1
(1&;2 j)2 (1+&S 2 j&)2 |u2 | 2
C :
k
l=1
‘
l
j=1
(1&;2 j)2 |u2 |2C1 :
k
l=1
exp \& :
l
j=1
2:
2 j+ |u2 |2
C2 :
k
l=1
l&: |u2 | 2, (3.3)
where C, C1 , C2 are suitable positive constants.
Above at the third inequality we used the convergence of the series
 j =2 j , which is a consequence of (ii) (see (3.7)) and also that [=k] # l2.
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Similarly for N0 so large that &S2 j&<1 and |;2 j |<1 for jN0
&u&22kC3 :
k
l=N0
‘
l
j=N0
(1&;2 j)2 (1&&S2 j&)2 |u2 |2C4 :
k
l=N0
l&: |u2 |2,
(3.4)
for a certain constant C3 , C4>0. Combining (3.3) and (3.4) we know that
(1.1) has no subordinate solutions. Note that in the case the second variant
of (ii) is used, we only have to combine Bn Bn&1 for odd n.
Now the PearsonKhan theorem [9, Theorem 2] completes the proof.
K
In Section 6 an example will be constructed which shows that Theorem
3.1 is sharp in a sense. Namely it will be shown that condition (ii) cannot
be replaced by the estimate =n=O(1n) even if condition (i) holds true.
Observe that two variants of condition (ii) are obviously different.
It turns out that the reasoning presented in the proof of Theorem 3.1
allows us to find asymptotics of solutions of (2.3). Indeed, under the
assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we have
Theorem 3.2. Let the weights [*k] satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 3.1. If un is a non-zero solution of (1.1), then we have
un=Pnn&:2 exp \&12 :
n
k=1
\kP+ (f+o(1)), (3.5)
for a certain f # C2 and o(1) a vector of norm o(1).
Proof. Assume that [=2k&=2k&1] # l1. Using formula (3.2) given in the
proof of Theorem 3.1 we have for even n
un+1=(&1)
n2&1 _ ‘
n2
k=2
(1&;2k)& e&\nP(I+S n) e&\n&2P(I+S n&2) } } } B2e
=(&1)n2&1 _ ‘
n2
k=2
(1&;2k)& exp \& :
n2
k=2
\2k P+ ‘
n2
k=1
(I+R 2k) e,
where [&R s&]=[&S s&] # l1 due to unitarity of exp(\2kP) and e # C2. Since
[=k] # l2 we have
‘
n2
k=1
(1&;2k)  exp \& :
n2
k=1
;2k+ . (3.6)
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On the other hand
:
n2
k=1
\2k= 12 :
n
k=1
\k+O \ :
n2
k=1
|\2k&1&\2k |+ (3.7)
and
:
n2
k=1
=2k= 12 :
n
k=1
=k+O \ :
n2
k=1
|=2k&1&=2k |+ . (3.8)
Note that |\2k&\2k&1|=O(k&:&1)+O(=2kk&:) belongs to l1 under our
assumptions. Using (3.6)(i), (ii), (3.7), and (3.8) we have
un+1=Pn&2 exp \& :
n2
k=1
;2k+ exp \&12 :
n
k=1
\kP+ ‘
n2
k=1
(I+Tk) e1
=Pn+2 exp \&:2 :
n
k=1
1k+ exp \&12 :
n
k=1
\kP+ (d+o(1))
=Pn+2n&:2 exp \&12 :
n
k=1
\k P+ (f+o(1)),
where [&Tk&] # l1, e1 , d, f are some vectors in C2 and o(1) stands for a
vector of norm=o(1).
Asymptotics for odd n follows from asymptotics for even n since Bn  P,
as n  .
This completes the proof. K
In particular for 2n=O(n&#), #>0 we have
Corollary 3.3. If 2n=O(n&#) with :+#>1 ( for : # ( 12 , 1)) satisfies
(ii) then the asymptotics of u has the form un=n&:2Pn exp(&(*n1&:
2(1&:)) P)(f+o(1)), where f # C2.
Proof. Since :+#>1 it is easy to check that 12 
n
k=1 \kt(*2)(n1&:
(1&:))+const+o(1). K
Here is an example of weights which satisfy assumptions of Corollary 3.3.
Example 3.4. Let *n=(nl+c1nl&1+ } } } +cl)1k, where k2<l<k,
k # R+ , and c1>0. One can check that :=lk, #=1, and =n=O(n&2). One
can also apply for weights of Example 3.4 the result due to Dombrowski
[4, Theorem 3]. If we replace c1 by (&1)n c1 , c1 {0, then for new weights
we have =n t(2c1k)((&1)nn)  l1 but condition (ii) is still satisfied.
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Remark 3.5. Note that both of the above theorems hold for full tri-
diagonal matrices T=J+D, where D is a diagonal matrix given by
Den=qnen and k |qk | k&:<+. In fact this convergence implies that an
additional term in the transfer matrix Bn gives a summable error. Surely
the convergence of k |qk | k&: is a rough condition and one could con-
sider subtler assumptions on the diagonal part.
4. GROUPING IN BLOCKS
The idea of the grouping in blocks approach arises naturally when one
wants to study solutions un of (1.1) at infinity. Behaviour of the whole
dynamical system un+1=Bnun is too complicated in general. However, it
may happen that its collective effect over some periods has a much simpler
behaviour than the original one. This allows us to introduce another
dynamical system (generated by a period decomposition) describing the
averaged behaviour over the periods of the initial one. It turns out that this
new dynamical system can be studied separately (using in particular
Fourier analysis; see Section 5). Moreover, the HarrisLutz transform
which is not applicable to the original system can be applied to the averaged
one (see again Section 5). Next we try to come back to the original system
and obtain new results for its behaviour at infinity. We also stress that this
approach is flexible enough to be applied to general selfadjoint Jacobi
matrices.
We start with a simple general (folklore type) lemma.
Lemma 4.1. For any X, Y operators in a Banach space and small
numbers :, ; we have e:Xe;Y#e;Y (I+R) e:X, where R=:;[X, Y]+
O(:;2)+O(:2;), and where O(:;2), O(:2;) are operators with norms
estimated by corresponding O( } ).
Proof. Define R by the relation I+R :=e&;Ye:Xe;Ye&:X.
It follows that
R=(e&;Y&I )(e:X&I )(e;Y&I ) e&:X
+[(e:X&I )(e;Y&I )+(e&;Y&I )(e:X&I )] e&:X
and now the desired relation is easily checked. K
Let N"[1]=s=1 [Ns , Ns+1) be a decomposition related to a sequence
[Ns] of even numbers. It turns out that analysis of the products BNs+1&1
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} } } BNs+1BNs leads in a natural way to. the following conditions on
weights. Below, $n := 12 (=n&=n&1) and 0 j=[N j , N j+1).
(+) sup j maxk # 0j |
k
s # 0j
$$s |<+
(++)  j k # 0j \k |
k
s # 0j
$$s |<+
(B) k |s # 0k $$s |<+.
Note that s $$s appears here due to computation in pairs: BnBn&1 .
Observe that in the sum $s $s there is no cancellation of terms. Summation
over odd indices means that all integers N j are even.
The first result we show below explains the role played by (+), (++),
and (B).
Remark 4.2. Note that in the case sup |0 j |< conditions (+),
(++), and (B) are automatically satisfied provided [=k 2k] # l1. This can
be easily checked using the CauchySchwarz inequality (remember that
=k # l2 as it was observed in the proof of Theorem 3.1). For the special case
|0 j |=const< a similar approach was applied for the study of smooth
perturbations, with the main decreasing condition put on the high order
differences [2, 12].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that the weights [*k] satisfy the condition (a)
[=k2k] # l1. If additionally (+), (++), and (B) are fulfilled, then for all
solutions of the system (1.1) we have (4.0) |un |=O(n&:2).
Proof. Let u=[un]n=1 be a solution of (1.1). By the formula given for
BnBn&1 just above (3.1) we have for odd n
BnBn&1=&exp(&\nP) _I&\;n&10
0
;n+& [I+Sn],
where [&Sn&] # l1 by (a).
Hence
BnBn&1=&exp(&\nP) exp \&\;n&10 ;n ++ [I+S n];
here &S n &=O(;2n&1+;
2
n)+O(&Sn&) belongs to l
1 again by (a).
Let T=( &10
0
1). Since
exp \&12 (;n&;n&1) T+=exp \&$nT+O \
1
n2++
=exp(&$nT ) \I+O \ 1n2++
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we can rewrite BnBn&1 as
BnBn&1=&e&n exp(&\nP) exp(&$n T )(I+S n), (4.1)
where n :=(;n+;n&1)2 and &S n&=O(&S n&). Using (4.1) we can write
the norm of the solution [un] in the form
|uNj+1|= } ‘
j
t=1
‘
k # 0t
$e&k exp(&\kP) exp(&$kT )(I+S k) e } ,
for a certain e # C2. Remember the meaning of ordering in the above
product introduced under Preliminaries.
Denote
ct=exp \& :k # 0t $k+ .
Moving all factors exp(&$sT ) within one block 0t to the left by repeated
application of Lemma 4.1 we have
uNj+1=(&1)
12Nj+1&1 ‘
j
t=1
ct _exp \& :s # 0t $$sT+
_(I+XNt+1&1) e
&\Nt+1&1P(I+RNt+1&1) } } } e
&\Nt+1P(I+RNt )& e,
where Xk , R k are some 2_2 matrices such that &Xk&=O(\k |ks # 0t $$s | )
and &Rk&=O(&S k &). We used here Lemma 4.1 in the form
exp(&\kP) exp \& :
k
s # 0t
$$s T+=exp \& :
k
s # 0t
$$sT+ (I+Xk) exp(&\kP).
The estimation of &Xk & follows by Lemma 4.1 and in turn the relation
e&yk&1T (I+S k+1) e yk&1 T=I+Rk+1 , yk= :
k
s # 0t
$$s ,
combined with (+) implies the desired uniform in k estimation of &Rk+1&.
By repeated application of this procedure we have
uNj+1=(&1)
12Nj+1&1 ‘
j
t=1
ct ‘
j
t=1 _exp \& :s # 0t $$sT+
_exp[&(\Nt+1&1+ } } } +\Nt+1) P](I+X Nt+1&1)
_(I+VNt+1&1) } } } (I+X Nt+1)(I+VNt+1)(I+RNt )& e; (4.2)
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here X k , Vk are certain 2_2 matrices such that &X k&=&Xk& and &Vk &=
&Rk&, due to unitarity of exp(&\kP).
Thus by (4.2) and invertibility of all Bn we have
|uNj+1|M ‘
j
t=1 _ |ct | exp } :s # 0t $$s }
_ ‘
k # 0t
$_\1+O \\k } :
k
s # 0t
$$s }++ (1+&Rk&)&& |e |,
for some M>0.
Since
} ‘
j
t=1
ct }C(N j+1&1)&:2, because :
j
t=1
:
k # 0t
$k
=
:
2
:
Nj+1&1
s=2
1
s
+
1
2
(2Nj+1&1&21),
using (B) and (++) we see that |uNj+1 | satisfies the estimation stated in
the theorem (recall that [&Rk &] # l1 by (a)).
We want estimation (4.1) of |uN | for arbitrary N # N, however. This
makes no essential difficulty due to uniform boundedness (in the index
number s of the block 0s) of the norm of
‘
m
k=Ns
$e&\kPe$k T (I+S k), m # 0s ,
which in turn follows from (+) and Lemma 2.1, by repeating the same
procedure as above. K
The above analysis of solution un also allows us to obtain its asymptotics
provided one can put additional restrictions on the sequence $n . Namely,
define two conditions:
(+++) k (s # 0k $\s) |l<k (r # 0l $$r)|<+
(B$) |mk=1 s # 0k $$s |C, for m=1, 2, ... .
Theorem 4.4. Assume that the weights [*k] satisfy the condition (a)
[=k2k] # l1. If additionally (+), (++), (+++), and (B$) are fulfilled, then
for a solution un of (1.1) we have
un=Pn+1n&:2 exp \ 12 :
n
s=1
(&1)s =sT+ exp \& :
n
s=1
$\sP+ (c+o(1)),
where c # C2 and o(1) is a vector with norm =o(1).
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Proof. Due to our assumptions we first check the asymptotics of uNj
(compare the end of the proof of Theorem 4.3).
Denote by
1t := :
s # 0t
$$s , 3t := :
s # 0t
$\s .
Conditions (+) and (++) imply that (see (4.2))
uNj+1=(&1)
12Nj+1&1 ‘
j
t=1
cte&1t Te&3tP(I+Zt) f,
where t &Zt &<+ and f # C2.
Hence by repeating the reasoning given in proof of Theorem 4.2 we get
uNj+1=(&1)
12Nj+1&1 exp[(1 j+ } } } +11) T] exp[&(3 j+ } } } +31) P]
_ ‘
j
t=1
ct ‘
j
k=2
(I+Rk)(I+Z k)(I+Z1) f,
where &Rk&=O(3k |1k&1+ } } } +11| ) and &Z k &=O(&Zk&).
In the estimation of &Rk & we used again Lemma 4.1. Now observe that
convergence of the series k &Rk& is exactly our condition (+++). In
turn uniform boundedness (in j) of the coefficient 1 j+ } } } +11 in (4.3) is
guaranteed by (B$). In order to obtain the asymptotic for arbitrary un we
again repeat the reasoning given in the proof of Theorem 4.3 (in particular
by employing (+)) and so the formula (4.3) holds for any n # N. The proof
is complete. K
5. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY AND ASYMPTOTICS;
STRONG PERTURBATION
In this section we apply the grouping in blocks method to the problem
of absolute continuity. This method will allow us to obtain Fourier series
which can be analyzed using Kiselev ideas [10, 8]. Details will be given
below.
Note that
*n&1
*n
=1&;n+O(=n2n)+O \=nn + .
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Hence
BnBn&1=\ 0&(1&;n)
1
\n+\
0
&(1&;n&1)
1
\n&1++O(=n2n)+O \
=n
n + .
(5.1)
Since \n\n&1=O(n&2:) and \n&\n&1=O(n&1&:)+O(=nn&:) we have
BnBn&1=\&1+;n&1&\n
\n&1
&1+;n++r (1)n ,
where &r (1)n & # l1 provided [=n 2n] # l1 (see Section 3). In what follows r (s)n
are matrices such that &r (s)n & # l
1 (in n), s=1, 2, ... .
Denote .n :=(\n+\n&1)2. Then
BnBn&1=&I+\;n&10
0
;n++.n \
0
&1
1
0++r (2)n
=&exp \&.n \ 0&1
1
0++ exp \&\
;n&1
0
0
;n++
+r (3)n +O(.
2
n)+O(;
2
n+;
2
n&1)
=&exp(&.nP) exp \&\;n&10
0
;n++ (I+r (4)n ). (5.2)
It follows that we can rewrite (5.2) as
BnBn&1=&exp(&n) exp(&.nP) exp(&$n T )(I+r (5)n ), (5.3)
where n= 12(;n+;n&1).
Let N"[1]=l [al , al+l)=l 0l , where al are suitably chosen below.
Take *{0. We choose ak (independently of *) such that
:
s # 0k
\s *=2+O(k&:(1&:)). (5.4)
This is possible by definition of \s . The length of 0k is determined by the
necessity to obtain Fourier series and this in turn will be used below in the
HarrisLutz transform (see (5.11)). It is easy to check that ak  k(1&:)
&1
.
We are going to analyze solutions of (1.1) by grouping the products of
B j B j&1 over the above blocks 0k .
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Using (5.3) we can write (recall that according to our choice ak are even
numbers)
‘
n # 0k
$BnBn&1= ‘
n # 0k
$&exp(&n) exp(&.nP) exp(&$nT )(I+r (5)n ).
We are going to rewrite the above product by reordering it in such a way
that terms exp(&$sT ) are brought together on the left. This can be done
by applying Lemma 4.1 and condition (+) from Section 4,
‘
n # 0k
$BnBn&1=(&1):(k) exp \& :n # 0k $n+ exp \& :n # 0k $$nT+
__I+O \.ak+1&1 :n # 0k $$n+& exp(&.ak+1&1P)[I+r
(6)
ak+1&1
]
} } } _I+O \.s :
s
p=ak+1
$$p+& exp(&.sP)[I+r(6)s ]
} } } exp(&.ak+1P)[I+r
(6)
ak+1
], (5.5)
where :(k)=(ak+1&ak)2.
Suppose that
:
k
k&:(1&:) :
s # 0k
} :
s
n # 0k
$$n }<+. (V)
It follows that
_I+O \.s :
s
p # 0k
$$p+& [I+r (6)s ]=I+r (7)s .
Hence by unitarity of exp(&.n P)
‘
n # 0k
$BnBn&1=(&1):(k) exp \& :n # 0k $n+
_exp \& :n # 0k $$n T+ exp(&.ak+1&1 P)[I+r
(7)
ak+1&1
]
} } } exp(&.nP)[I+r (7)n ] } } } exp(&.ak+1 P)[I+r
(7)
ak
]
=(&1):(k) exp \& :n # 0k $n+ exp \& :n # 0k $$nT+
_exp \& :n # 0k $.nP+ ‘n # 0k $[I+r
(8)
n ].
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By Lemma 2.1 we have
‘
n # 0k
$[I+r (8)n ]=I+Uk , (5.6)
where [&Uk&] # l1.
Since
:
s # 0k
$.s= 12 :
s # 0k
\s+ 12 (\ak+1&1&\ak&1),
using (5.4) and (5.6) we have (again by Lemma 2.1)
‘
n # 0k
$Bn Bn&1
=(&1):(k) exp \& :n # 0k $n+ exp \& :n # 0k $$nT+ exp(&*P)[I+r
(9)
k ].
(5.7)
The equality
e&*P+O(k&:1&:)=e&*P[I+O(k&:(1&:))]
was also employed here; see (5.4).
Note that
:
m
k=1
:
n # 0k
$n=
1
2
:
am+1
s=2
;s=
:
2
:
am+1&1
s=2
1
s
+2am+1&1&21 .
Hence the product of matrices BnBn&1 over m blocks 0k can be written as
(&1) (am+1&2)2 exp \&:2 :
am+1&1
s=2
1
s
&2am+1&1+21 +
_ ‘
m
k=1
exp(&’kT ) exp(&*P)[I+r (10)k ], (5.8)
where ’k :=s # 0k $$s .
This way we have obtained the averaged system (in index k) which can
be analyzed by using methods employing standard Fourier series.
Namely, we shall apply the HarrisLutz transform for analysis of the
product given in (5.8). According to an analog of Kiselev’s approach [10]
(see this in the paper [8]) the HarrisLutz method can be applied
provided one has the estimation
|’k |=O(k&34&w), w>0. (VV)
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Define the sequence Zk of 2_2 matrices by
Zk=exp(&(k&1) *P)(I+1k),
where 1k are certain 2_2 matrices (which will be chosen later) such that
limk &1k&=0. Consider the product (see (5.8))
‘
m
k=n0
Zk+1[Z&1k+1 exp(&’kT ) exp(&*P) Zk] Z
&1
k (I+r
(10)
k );
here n0 is so large that &1n&<1 for nn0 . Since exp(&k*P) are unitary
and limk 1k=0 we have
Z&1k [I+r
(10)
k ] Zk=I+r
(11)
k .
On the other hand using (**) we can write
exp(k*P) exp(&’k T ) exp(&k*P)
=I&’k exp(k*P) T exp(&k*P)+O(’2k)
=I&’kTk+O(k&32&2w), (5.9)
where
Tk :=\&cos 2k*sin 2k*
sin 2k*
cos 2k*+ .
Since the error O(k&32&2w) belongs to l1 and Zk  I, as k   we can
open brackets and join it below with r (11)k .
Suppose that
1k=\ 0bk
bk
0 + , bk # R.
The form of 1k is determined by the structure of Tk .
Then (I+1k+1)&1=(1&b2k+1)
&1 (I&1k+1).
Thus
(1&b2k+1)
&1 (I&1k+1)[I&’k Tk](I+1k)
=(1&b2k+1)
&1 [I&1k+1+1k&1k+11k&’kTk
&’kTk1k+’k 1k+1Tk+’k1k+1 Tk 1k]. (5.10)
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Choose 1k satisfying the relation
1k&1k+1&’kT antk =0;
here
T antk =\ 0sin 2k*
sin 2k*
0 + .
Therefore
bk= :

s=k
’s sin 2s*. (5.11)
Since |’s |=O(s&34&w) applying Corollary 2.2 (Kiselev’s Lemma) from
[8] we have |bk |=O(k&14&w+=), for almost all * # R, where =>0 is
arbitrarily small. It follows that
1k+11k=1 2k+1+’k1k+1T
ant
k
=b2k+1I+O(k
&1&2w+=), for almost all * # R.
Using the above relations we can rewrite (5.10) as (remember that = is
arbitrarily small)
(1&b2k+1)
&1 _I&b2k+1 I&’k \&cos 2k*0
0
cos 2k*)++rk& , (5.12)
where [&rk&] # l1. This is clear because the terms ’kTk 1k , ’k1k+1Tk 1k
have norms which imply that they form sequences in l1.
Therefore (5.12) can be written as
I&’k \&cos 2k*0
0
cos 2k*++r~ k , (5.13)
where [&r~ k &] # l1. We also used here summability of [’kb2k+1].
We infer that the matrix product
‘
n
k=n0
Zk+1[Z&1k+1 exp(&’k T ) exp(&*P) Zk] Z
&1
k (I+r
(10)
k )
is uniformly bounded, for n=am+1 and almost all * # R, m=1, 2... . In fact,
uniform boundedness a.e. of the product
‘
n
k=n0
Zk+1[Z&1k+1 exp(&’k T ) exp(&*P) Zk] Z
&1
k (I+r
(10)
k )
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is a consequence of the almost everywhere convergence of k ’k cos 2k*
and the inclusion [’k] # l2. The almost everywhere convergence of
k ’k cos 2k* holds by the Paley theorem [14].
Note that the products
‘
l
n # 0k
$BnBn&1 , l # 0k
are uniformly bounded in k and l. Indeed,
‘
l
n # 0k
$BnBn&1= ‘
l
n # 0k
$(&e&n) exp(&.nP) exp(&$nT )(I+rn).
Now the uniform boundedness in k and l of  ln # 0k $n , l # 0k and moving
exp(&$n T ) to the left (by Lemma 4.1) implies the uniform boundedness of
the above product in view of condition (+). Hence the uniform bounded-
ness holds for arbitrary n # N and almost all * # R.
In this way we found when supn |un | n:2<+.
Finally, applying Lemma 2.2 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5.1. Let N"[1]=k=1 0k . Suppose that *k=k
:(1+2k),
where : # ( 12 , 1) and 2n  0, as n  .
Let =n :=2n&2n&1 satisfy four conditions
(i) [=n2n] # l1
(ii) supk maxl # 0k |
l
n # 0k
(&1)n =n |<+
(iii) k k&:(1&:) s # 0k |
s
n # 0k
(&1)n =n |<
(iv) n # 0k (&1)
n =n=O(k&34&w), w>0.
Then the absolutely continuous spectrum of Jacobi matrix covers the whole
real line.
Remark that we simply reformulated the above conditions (+), (*), and
(**) in terms of the sequence [=n] instead of $n , nothing else.
Corollary 5.2. Suppose that 2n=O(n&x) with x> 34+:4 and addi-
tionally that (iii) of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. Then the absolutely continuous
spectrum of J covers the whole real line.
Proof. It is easy to check that conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) follow
immediately from the assumption on 2n .
Remark 5.3. One can construct examples of 2n satisfying all conditions
of Corollary 5.2 but with ’k=s # 0k $$s not summable. In fact, choose
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! # (0, 1) such that 1&2(1&!) :<x<1&(1&!) :. This is always possible
for x # ( 34+:4, 1). Now consider a collection of intervals wk /0k with
|wk |  k(!:(1&:)). For n # 0k define the sequence 2n=0, if n is odd or
n # 0k"wk and 2n=&kx(:&1), if n # wk and is even. Thus $n=&22n&1 for
odd n with n&1 # wk . Since x<1&(1&!) : the sequence n # 0k $$n is not
summable. On the other hand (ii) and (iii) are satisfied in view of
x>1&2(1&!) :.
It turns out that the above analysis of the solution [un] of (1.1) also
gives its asymptotics.
Indeed, denoting
Mk :=cos 2k* } T and 3m :=
:
2
:
am+1
s=n0
1
s
+2am+1&2an0&1
we have (for n=am+1 and no as above)
un+1=(&1)
(am+1&an0 )2 exp(&3m)
_ ‘
m
k=n0
[Zk+1[Z&1k+1exp(&’kT ) exp(&*P) Zk]
_Z&1k (I+r
(8)
k )] Ban0&1 } } } B2 \u1u2 +
=Pam+1&am0 exp(&3m) Zm+1[I&’mMm+r (12)m ]
} } } [I&’n0 Mn0+r
(12)
n0
] Z&1n0 Bn0&1 } } } B2 \u1u2+ .
Since &r (12)s & # l
1 and [’k] # l2 we can write
un+1=Pam+1&am0 exp(&3m) exp(&*(m&n0+1) P)
_(I+1m+1) exp(&’mMm)[I+r (13)m ]
} } } exp(&’n0 Mn0 )[I+r
(13)
n0
] Z&1n0 Ban0&1 } } } B2 \u1u2 + . (5.14)
Because the series k ’k cos 2k* is almost everywhere convergent, we have
(for this set of *’s)
un+1=Pam+1&am0n&:2 exp(&*(n&n0+1) P)
_exp \& :
m
k=n0
’k Mk + (c+o(1)), (5.15)
with a non-zero vector c.
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Non-nullity of c is a consequence of invertibility of all matrices Bn and
Lemma 2.1. By the same reason we can remove the term exp(&mk=n0 ’kMk)
and so
un+1=Pnn&:2 exp(&*mP)(d+o(1)) (5.16)
with d{0.
If n # 0k is general, then one easily extends the above formula for un ,
provided
(v) l # 0k |
l
s # 0k
(&1)s =s |  0, as k  .
In particular this condition is satisfied for =s=O(s&x), where x>:.
Therefore under conditions (i), (iii), (iv), and (v) (or under conditions of
Corollary 5.2) we have
un+1=n&:2Pn exp \&12 :
n
s=1
*
*s
P+ (f+o(1)), (5.17)
with f{0.
Diagonalizing P and using (5.17) we obtain the following result.
Corollary 5.4. Assume that 2n=O(n&x) with x> 34+:4 and addi-
tionally that (iii) is fulfilled. Then for two solutions un , u n of (1.1) we have
un=inn&:2 exp \i*2 :
n
s=1
1
*s+ (1+o(1)).
6. EXAMPLES
In this section we shall prove sharpness of Theorem 3.1. Specific =k are
given which satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 3.1 but there exists *{0 in
the point spectrum of J connected with =k as usual. Surely the sequence =k
does not satisfy condition (ii) of Theorem 3.1. We do not consider here
when 0 # _p(J) (as this was checked in Section 3 in the proof of
Theorem 3.1). The method of construction resembles the grouping in
blocks approach described in Section 4. We conclude with an example
which illustrates the grouping in blocks method in a very simple situation.
Theorem 6.1. For any : # ( 12 , 1) there exists an operator J with weights
satisfying [=n2n] # l1, 2n=O(n&1), with non-zero eigenvalues.
Proof. Fix : # ( 12 , 1) and *>0 (the case *<0 can be treated in a similar
way). Let N"[1]=k [ak&1 , ak)=k 0k&1 .
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Suppose that the 02k+1 are chosen in such a way that
2?< 12 :
s # 02k+1
\s<4?. (6.1)
This is possible because *k  k:. The condition (6.1) will allow us to obtain
almost arbitrary rotation (4?&2?=2?) by matrices Bn(n # 02k+1) and it
simultaneously forces a desirable estimation for a2k , a2k+1 . The precise
choice of |02k+1| is defined below by a recurrence procedure.
In turn even 02k has almost fixed length
1
2 :
s # 02k
\s=2?+O(k&:(1&:)). (6.2)
Let N be a natural number ( it will be chosen sufficiently large below).
Suppose we are given subsets wk=[a2k , ..., s] of 02k , where the choice of
s will be given below. Now define the sequence 2n by
0, n is odd and n # wk
2n={0, n # 02k+1 _ 02k"wkk1(:&1)N2, n is even and n # wk .
It is easy to check that [=n2n] # l1 but [=n] does not satisfy (ii) of
Theorem 3.1.
We claim that * # _p(J), where J corresponds to the above choice of 2n .
Let u be a solution of (1.1) satisfying the initial condition u1=1, u2=**1 .
Since BnBn&1=&exp(&n) exp(&.nP) exp(&$nT )(I+rn), where [&rn&]
# l1 (see (5.3)) and $n=0 for n # 02k&1 we have
} ‘
t
n # 02k&1
$BnBn&1e }=exp \& :
t
n # 02k&1
$n+ } ‘
t
n # 02k&1
(I+r~ n) e } , (6.3)
where [&r~ n&] # l1.
Denote vs=uas . Using (6.3) and the uniform boundedness in k and
r # 02k&1 of &(Ba2k&1 } } } Br)
&1& we obtain
:
n # 02k&1, n&even
|un |2C exp \&2 :02k&1 $n +
_|02k&1| ‘
02k&1
$(1+&r~ n&) |v2k |2, (6.4)
for some C>0.
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Analogous estimation of un over 02k is more delicate.
First note that
} ‘n # 02k $BnBn&1 f }=exp \& :n # 02k $n+
_} ‘n # 02k $[exp(&\nP)(I+Rn)] exp \& :n # 02k $$nT+ f },
(6.5)
where &Rn&=O(\n&1 
a2k+1&1
s=n $$s) by Lemma 4.1.
Since T is diagonal choosing suitably the length of 02k&1 (according to
the sign of 02k $$n) we can write
} exp \& :02k $$nT+ v2k&1 }exp \&(1&ck) } :02k $$n }+ |v2k&1|. (6.6)
Here ck=O(k&:(1&:)) is an error caused by not optimal choice of the
length of the rotation interval 02k&1 . Now choose s such that |wk | 
|02k |N; here both sides of the estimates are uniform in k and N. Note that
&Rn&d1 k&:(1&:) } :02k $$n } |wk |=d2 k
&:(1&:) |02k |
N } :02k $$n } , (6.7)
for some positive constants d1 , d2 . Combining (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) we have
:
02k
$|us |2C2 |02k | exp \&2 :02k $n+
_exp \&2 _1&ck&d2N |02k | k&:(1&:)& } :02k $$n }+ |v2k&1|
2,
(6.8)
for some constant C2>0.
Denote d2 |02k |k&:1&:=dk , >02k&1 $(1+&r~ n&)=1+sk .
Surely [sk] # l1 and dk are uniformly bounded.
Choose N and ko so large that 1&ck&(dk N)$>0 for all kko .
Using (6.8) we have
:
kko
exp \&2 :02k $n+ exp \&2 _1&ck&
dk
N & } :02k $$n }+ |v2k&1|
2 |02k |
C3 :
kko
k:(1&:) exp _&2 :
k
s=ko
:
02s _ 02s&1
$n& exp _&2$ :
k
s=ko
}:02s $$n }& ,
for some positive C3 .
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It is clear (see two lines above formula (5.8) in the proof of Theorem 5.1)
that
k:(1&:) exp _&2 :
k
s=ko
:
02s _ 02s&1
$n&
is uniformly bounded.
Due to definition of $n one can write
}:02s $$n }N;s
&1
for some ;>0 and sko .
Thus
:
kko
exp _&2$ :
k
s=ko
}:02s $$n }& :kko exp _&2$N; :
k
s=ko
1
s& ,
and the last series is convergent provided we choose N sufficiently large. By
increasing N we do not spoil the above condition: 1&ck&(dk N)$, for
kko . On the other hand we have |v2k | 2C3 |v2k&1|2 and |02k&1|
C3 |02k&2 | for some positive constant C3 .
It follows that the series k |v2k | 2 |02k&1| is also convergent and this
completes the proof (see (6.4)). K
Here is a simple example which we hope illustrates the grouping in
blocks approach and at the same time is an application of Theorem 4.2.
Example 6.2. Let x=2?pq, where p, q # N, pq. Fix ; # ( 12 , 1).
Choose the intervals 0j=[ jq+1, ..., ( j+1) q] and define =k=(k&; sin kx).
Suppose that 2k=O(k&#), #>0. We claim that #=;. Note that
&2k= :
k+q
j=k+1
= j+ :

j=k+q+1
=j .
Denote uj=sin jx, vj= j&;.
Then
} :

j=k+q+1
=j }= } :

j=k+q+1
uj vj }Cvk+q+1=O(k&;)
for a certain C>0.
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On the other hand
:
k+q
j=k+1
=j= :
k+q
j=k+1 \
sin jx
j;
&
sin jx
(k+1);+ ,
because k+qj=k+1 sin jx=0.
Since [ j&;&(k+1)&;]=O(k&;&1) we have
|2k |O(k&;)+O(k&;&1)=O(k&;),
and this proves our claim.
Obviously sup |0j |=q and [=k2k] # l1. Remark 4.2 proves that assump-
tions (+), (++), and (B) are fulfilled.
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